Sequence-independent construction of ordered combinatorial libraries with predefined crossover points.
Combinatorial libraries coding for mosaic enzymes with predefined crossover points constitute useful tools to address and model structure-function relationships and for functional optimization of enzymes based on multivariate statistics. The presented method, called sequence-independent generation of a chimera-ordered library (SIGNAL), allows easy shuffling of any predefined amino acid segment between two or more proteins. This method is particularly well adapted to the exchange of protein structural modules. The procedure could also be well suited to generate ordered combinatorial libraries independent of sequence similarities in a robotized manner. Sequence segments to be recombined are first extracted by PCR from a single-stranded template coding for an enzyme of interest using a biotin-avidin-based method. This technique allows the reduction of parental template contamination in the final library. Specific PCR primers allow amplification of two complementary mosaic DNA fragments, overlapping in the region to be exchanged. Fragments are finally reassembled using a fusion PCR. The process is illustrated via the construction of a set of mosaic CYP2B enzymes using this highly modular approach.